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Boondocks 
American 
Whiskey  

95 proof

Light in color but rich, 
nuanced and complex.  
Fruitiness and exotic 

spices enhance some of 
the more subtle aromatic 

characteristics like the 
toasted marshmallow 

oak barrel notes.  
Mouthfeel is creamy 
and buttery with long 

pleasant finish.  Overall 
the whiskey is spicy 
and warm but does 

not burn and is sweet 
like cotton candy.

American 
Whiskey 

Cask Strength 

127proof

At cask strength, this 

whisky has distinctive 

aromas rich caramel and 

vanilla.  A robust and 

pleasantly aggressive 

palate is highlighted 

by fall spices and oak 

that leaves a long 

lasting finish for well 

over a minute.

Bourbon 
Whiskey 

Finished in 
Port Barrels 

90 proof

A beautiful ruby and 
amber color.  Robust, 
fruity, nicely balanced 
with warm bourbon 
notes enhanced by 
a subtle port finish 

highlighted by aromas 
and flavors of raisins, 

vanilla, a touch of smoke 
and an oaky but not 
tannic sweet, big and 

spicy mouthfeel with a 
long, pleasant finish.
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The moment we sampled the first batch of Dave’s latest creation, 

“The Spice Project”, we knew Dave struck gold! Over the next 

couple of months, Dave perfected the blend, a dash of this a dash 

of that, until it was perfect.

The first thing you notice with The Spice Project is its bold 

aroma which features a harmonious blend of 

ancient spices that are rich, earthy and a little 

spicy—reminiscent of apple pie or mulled 

wine. Its light golden amber hue catches the 

light and glistens as it’s poured. When you 

take your first sip, the spices dance on your 

tongue, and are balanced 

by a touch of sweetness. 

Notes of clove, 

cinnamon and nutmeg 

linger, with a hint of 

spice and a delightfully 

prolonged finish.

For all of our fans who appreciate the  

artistry and craftsmanship behind 

Boondocks, here’s something fun. 

The Project Series will introduce us 

to something new and unique in the 

world of whiskey. Like everything 

made at Boondocks, the Project 

Series is lovingly overseen by 

Dave, the man behind the 

brand (Dave still blushes 

every time we refer to 

him as Whisky Advocate 

Lifetime Achievement 

Award winner, Dave 

Scheurich).

Consider it a boon from 

Boondocks, something 

extra and unique. But don’t 

consider it too long, grab a 

glass and a friend, pick a 

rocking chair, bar stool or 

lounge chair, and enjoy.





Late in the 19th century, Old Williamsburg  

was the county seat for the  city of Brooklyn.  

The mansions and breweries of Beer Barons 

lined the shores of the East River. Bourbon, 

hand distilled i n private stills, bottled especially 

for the privileged, was the drink of choice.

Today, make Old Williamsburg 
your choice.



Aged Single Malt Scotch.  
New Packaging.



14 Years Old Non Chill-Filtered
Color: Pale Gold
Nose: Delicate, soft and creamy with light floral malt  

and some sweetness
Palate: Elegant, round, soft and gentle.  Clean malt  

with some creamy sweetness
Finish: Long and creamy, tending to dry with slight peppery tones

95 POINTS - Just how many variations on a honeydtheme can you 
get? Here I count at least five, each wave coming in after the other; 
medium length but sheer quality all the way. Bird’s custard mixing 
dreamily with drier, playfully spiced, oaky not a single weakness. 
Just magnificent whish bottled the way it is meant to be.

  K Jim Murray The Whisky Bible - 2012

16 Years Old
Color: Rich, amber, golden color
Nose: Good malty nose, soft and gentle, but with subtle  

hints of smokiness
Palate: Round, soft, gentle, elegant with some 

sweetness and smokiness
Finish: Elegant, soft, gentle finish of excellent quality
Conclusion: A superior whisky which will delight any occasion

GOLD MEDAL - Int’l Wine & Spirit Competition London - 2010
GOLD MEDAL - International Spirit Challenge London - 2010
GOLD MEDAL - Prodexpo Competition, Russia - 2007
SILVER MEDAL  - Internationaler Spirituosen Wettbewerb,  

Neustadt, Germany - 2007
GOLD MEDAL - China Int’l Wine & Spirits Challenge - 2006
GOLD MEDAL -San Francisco World Spirit Comp., USA - 2003

21 Years Old
Color: Harvest Gold
Nose: Outstanding mature depth with a rich marriage of  

honey-sweetness, pears and peaches and rose-petal floralness. 
Into the mix approach delightful hints of vanilla and cigar 
box spiciness.

Palate: Gentle with sweet creaminess and hints of almond nuts.  
A truly wondrous fusion of flavours.

Finish: Vanilla climbing to a fruity and spicy finalé

 Multi-award winning Tomintoul Speyside GlenlivetSingle Malt 
Scotch Whisky Aged 25 Years has been lovingly crafted from 
a selection of the finest bourbon casks, each aged for at least 
twenty-five years.

Peaty Tang
Color: Rich gold
Nose: Heathery smoke balanced with subtle floral tones
Palate: Gentle peat flavor with a hint 

 of malt nuttiness
Finish: Lingering smoke and peat with  

a touch of sweetness
Conclusion: A great beginner for people 

looking to try peaty whisky

94 POINTS  - A gentle coating of vaguely sweet peat 
that multiplies in intensity and spice. The finish is 
and not a little oaky…unusually dry for a smoky 
malt. A bit more than a “tang”, believe me!

  K Jim Murray · The Whisky Bible, 2008

10 Years Old
Color: Pale Amber
Nose: Soft, gentle, and delicate. Some sweetness  

and toffee
Palate: Full flavor, nutty with spicy overtones
Finish: Long
Conclusion: A soft and gentle introductory whisky

GOLD MEDAL- China International Wine & Spirits 
Challenge, China – 2006

BRONZE MEDAL - The International Wine & Spirit 
Competition, London  –2006

SILVER MEDAL - The International Wine & Spirit 
Competition,London – 2007

12 Years Old
Color: Warm Gold
Nose: Round, creamy, with subtle hints  

of sherry sweetness
Palate: Soft, smooth and elegant style with  

delicate sherry presence
Finish: Mellow, soothing

95.5 POINTS - About the cleanest sherry nose 
I have seen in a long time. Excellent spice 
delivery rounds off sherry marriage beautifully. 
Wonderfully long and seductive with the finish 
remaining busy and balanced.

  K Jim Murray The Whisky Bible - 2008



Tomintoul 12 & 18 Year Scotch 
Finished in Kedem Port Casks



The nose exudes maturity, with orange blossom honey, 
summer fruits and new mown hay frolic with a delicate 
nougat sweetness. A subtle balance of malty sweetness 
and spicy oak tones on the palate. Mature fruit cake 
flavours emerge, tinged also with hints of cigar box. 
Contrives to be light yet complex. The finish is drying 
without hurry, with climbing spiciness.

21AGED YEARS

Tomintoul Tlàth  
is the result of a very careful selection of 
individual casks. The hand-chosen collection 
consists of whiskies of various ages matured 
in first-class American oak bourbon barrels. 
Tlàth has a golden straw color, and a nose 
that is quintessentially Speyside; light, with 
some sweet toffee and vanilla and hints of 
mint leaf and citrus peel.

The taste is light and creamy, with lively 
white pepper and some oak-driven spiciness 
dance on the tongue and background layers 
of nutmeg and toasted vanilla. The finish 
is spicy with notes of shortbread and fresh 
mint.



The Tomintoul 25 year have been lovingly crafted using pure ingredients and in the natural 
environment of the Scottish countryside, giving it smoothness and a mellow character.  

Golden in color, the nose  is soft and creamy with sweet toffee tones. The palate is smooth, 
gentle offers a hint of butterscotch, with some spicy tones overlaying a soft finish.



50 ml bottles
Tlath · Peaty Tang · 16 Year · 10 Year · 12 Year · 14 Year · 16 Year · 21 Year



Whisky of Character and Distinction

Color:   Rich golden amber color.

Aroma: Roasted nuts and toffee with hints of malt and barley

Flavor:  Soft delicate entry leads to a round well balanced palate of good depth consisting  
   of sweet buttery caramel and delicate spices.  

Finish:   Lingering gentle finish with a touch of Tahitian vanilla  and aromatic fall spices.





ALCOHOL CONTENT: 40%

AROMA: Inhale the bouquet as you briefly swirl 

it in your glass. It will have a creamy, slightly sweet aroma.

COLOR: Hold up the glass,  

clarity and luminescence  

are key.

TASTE: Soft, and smooth.  

Slight peppery finish.

The Legend
Our legend begins in the subterranean vaults of a monastery where the Kremlin now 

stands. A mysterious monk known only as Isidore is the first to harness the essence of 

succulent fruits and cereal grains to create this alluring elixir.

For years it remains unknown to anyone outside of Moscow, until tales of this mystical 

spirit spread to outlying regions.

Our Craft
Today, modern techniques and forces of nature come together to bring this legendary 

tradition to you. We begin with luxurious wheat grain vodka, and infuse it with spring 

water from our distillery’s own artesian well. When mixed in ancestral copper vats, 

these elements harmonize to create a rich and refined texture, resulting in a vibrant 

expression of artistry and tradition.

Explore The Taste
To understand the flavor of Legend of Kremlin is to journey into the history of Russian 

achievements, for the story of vodka is the story of Russia. Locally harvested oatmeal 

and honey along with nutrient-rich soil impart incomparable savor to our Vodka. Earthy 

and lush, with undercurrents of natural spices, Legend of Kremlin’s complex and 

sumptuous taste reflects the history and region from which it was forged.





92
POINTS GOLD MEDAL  EXCEPTIONAL

PRODUCTION DETAILS

• 4 times distilled and 4 times filtered through an activated 
carbon process and candle process to give clarity and 
refinement. 100% gluten-free as strictly distilled from  
potatoes; not a grain base for those with grain  
allergies (celiac disease) and kosher.

• Produced in Poland

• Distilled from potatoes

• 40% Alc/Vol (80 Proof)

FEATURES

• Premium Packaging

• Exceptional Vodka

• Value Priced

• Kosher

• Gluten Free
 
STYLE & DESCRIPTION
Slightly herbal aroma with a touch of sweetness.  Restrained and 
mellow on the palate with a bit  
of minerality and creamy finish.
 
SERVING SUGGESTIONS
Perfect as a mixer or served ice cold or  
over ice on its own.

Bottle Type UPC Code Bottles/Case Bottle Height Proof

750ml 087752020883 12 13.7” 80º

1L 087752020876 12 14.9” 80º

1.75L 087752020869 6 17.7” 80º



Smooth and clean with a touch 
of sweetness and peppery 
spice followed by a hint of 

vanilla essence.

• Distilled From Beets
• Produced in Poland
• Kosher for Passover

0 87752 02356 3

M A R C H  T O  YO U R  O W N  B E E T

BLUE LIFESTYLE
POINTS

92

KOSHER FOR PASSOVER



96proof)—effectively becoming a 
pure spirit. Please note LVOV 
Spirytus is a high-strength product 
and we recommend not drinking 
neat—please enjoy diluted, with a 
mixer of your choice or as a base 
for a liqueur and/or infusions.

LVOV Spirytus is a grain neutral 
spirit also known as a rectified 
spirit. A rectified spirit is highly 
concentrated ethanol which 
has been purified by means of 
repeated distillation, a process 
that is called rectification.  LVOV 
Spirytus is distilled to 96% (192 
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TAKE YOUR

BEST
SHOT

100% BLUE AGAVE • IMPORTED FROM MEXICO
IMPORTED BY  SELECTED IMPORTED WINE COMPANY, BAYONNE, NJ • PLEASE ENJOY RESPONSIBLY

TAKE YOUR

BEST
SHOT



Colombian Rum



7 YEAR The master blenders of Banks DIH Ltd present XM VXO 7 Year  
Old Rum. Aged in oak barrels, this unique rum has been finished in sherry wine 
casks, blended to achieve the smoothness and robust flavors that characterize 
this special blend. VXO is the rum of connoisseurs.

10 YEAR The master blenders of Banks DIH Ltd are proud to present this 
regal blend of specially selected aged rum for your enjoyment. Born from skill 
and matured to perfection with time, each imports its own unique character  
to enrich this royal blend. XM Royal is the epitome of liquid perfection.

12 YEAR The master blenders of Banks DIH Ltd are proud to present this 
exquisite blend of treasured aged rum. Born from skill and mellowed with 
time, each rum imports its own characteristics to enrich this rare blend.  
XM 12 Year Old is a rum of priceless perfection.

15 YEAR After at least 15 years of being aged and 
naturally matured in charred oak barrels, XM Supreme 
Rum was born. Considered the masterpiece of our 160 
year old blending tradition, this premium aged spirit is a 
powerful blend that imports a complex aroma, rich taste 
and a long expansive finish highly deserving of the XM 
insignia. Truly supreme. Extra mature.

ALSO AVAILABLE: XM 5 YEAR RUM & OVERPROOF RUM



Estate Royale
These delightful blends of fruit flavor and D’Aguiar’s Extra White Rum 

create unmatched tastes that inspire, and when used in cocktails,  
create unforgettable beverages that are truly unique.

087752020630 087752020654 087752020647



Imported by: Selected Imported Wine Co., New York, NY • Please enjoy Cristal responsibly.

Untitled-1   1 10/15/18   6:03 PM



A fiery blend of 5 types of  
chili peppers, cinnamon and herbs 

 give Ambush a distinctive flavor  
you’ll never see coming!



Walders Vodka & Vanilla  
is a velvety rich, creamy liqueur 
uniquely infused with premium 

quality Vodka & Vanilla, blended 
with a natural non-daily base 

which delivers a taste sensation 
likened to liquid vanilla ice-cream 

with a little kick.

200 ml: 085662003088
750 ml: 085662002852

Walders Scotch & Coffee  
is a distinctive blend, which 

comprises a natural non-dairy 
base, finest Scotch whisky and 
real coffee. Walders is simply 
delicious swirled with ice for  
the ultimate smooth taste 

experience.

200 ml: 085662003194
750 ml: 085662003170



montell
Orange
Liqueur
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I M P O R T E D  F R O M  I S R A E L

Chocolate Orange Liqueur 
& Coffee Liqueur



Fig Arak
852884001419

Arak
852884001426

Black Arak
852884001082

P L A T I N U M

P R E M I U M  I N F U S E D  V O D K A  
F O R  T H E  P E R F E C T  C O C K T A I L

For Fabulous
Recipes

Fig Arak
·

Classic Arak
·

Black Arak



Zachlawi Dry Arak is distilled 5 times 

to ensure a super-premium extra smooth 

Arak. Made by hand in very small batches, 

this delicacy is perfectly balanced, crisp 

and dry.

Zachlawi Dry Arak embodies the same 

100% natural ingredients of all Zachlawi 

products. 

This particular Arak is geared toward the 

“Arak Purist,” who prefers a drier—less  

sweet flavor profile. 

80 Proof   ·  750ml   ·  upc 751778906246





ARAK

Askalon Extra Fine Arak is

produced in Israel using only

carefully selected ingredients that create 

the perfect harmony between alcohol 

and anise seed. The delicate taste and 

superb quality of Askalon Arak is evident 

in this Middle Eastern after-dinner treat. 

Using only carfully selected ingredients,

Askalon Arak has the perfect harmony 

creating a delicate taste and superb quality.

100 Proof:

0 85662 00153 4

80 Proof:

0 87752 01703 6



Traditional Brandy

Askalon Brandy is produced from carefully selected 
Trebbiano grapes. It’s distilled to concentrate its 
flavor, then aged for three years in fine oak casks 

where the Brandy develops its golden amber color. 
Askalon Brandy is smooth and mellow with subtle 
dried fruit aromas and a delightful lingering finish.

0 87752 01705 0



Stock 84 Brandy is based on a traditional 
process established by Lionello Stock in 
1884. After distillation and blending, it 
is aged for three years in oak casks.
Stock 84 is a very smooth, mellow brandy with 
a soft sweet aroma of oak and caramel and a 
lingering finish of honey, chocolate, and dried figs.

085662003224



Pale amber in color, Zwack  
Slivovitz Plum Brandy  
encompasses a light plum fragrance. 

It boasts a bold and full-bodied  
flavor (plumb, with hints of  
cherries) which is spicy on the palate. 

Originating from Hungary, which 
is one of the finest countries in the 
world for Slivovitz. 

Kosher for Passover and 
labeled accordingly.

ZWACK
Slivovitz
Plum Brandy



Young, vivacious, natural, fresh, fruity: The Louis Royer VS 
Cognac will surprise you with its softness. This is the result of the 

“very special” attention it recieves during its development. To 
acquire the Cognac appellation and the VS (Very Special) sta-
tus, the youngest eaux-de-vie used in the blend must be at least 

two years old. For Luois Royer this limit is merely the beginning. 
VS has been made with considerably more refined eaux-de-vie.

Louis Royer VSOP Cognac possesses the qualities usually  
only found in older cognacs. Its smoothness and excellent  

balance of fruity aromas and woody notes create an expressive 
cognac. It is both heary and mature, rich in aromatic notes.  

The gains in complexity at every sip surely make it one  
of the best VSOP Cognacs.

Rarely has a cognac been as celebrated as this one, 
recieveing prestigious international awards year 
after year.   The Louis Royer Master Blender has 
doubtlessly created what would be considered a 
masterpeice in other art forms. It is  a symphony 
of ever revealing fruity, floral, spicy and woody 
notes, making it a master cognac. AS with any 
great work of art, once it is discovered it should 

remain with you for a long time. 





BOUKHA BOKOBSA
S P I R I T S  D I S T I L L E D  F R O M  F I G S

Fig Eau-de-Vie

This excellent Eau-de-Vie was  

produced from the finest selection  

of figs. It has been through a series  

of two distillations that guarantees  

absolute softness and unparalleled  

aromatic concentration. Serve  

chilled or frozen as an aperitif,  

or in a mixed cocktail.
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i m p o r t e d  f r o m  f r a n c e




